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ABSTRACT
The motion and concentration distribution of particles and cells in flow are important factors which affect the fluid properties, flow structure,
and mass transfer of biological and chemical species in blood vessels and channels. In this study, number density distributions of particles and
rigidized red blood cells (RBCs) in a microchannel whose size is comparable to the sizes of the particle and RBCs are measured. Measurements
were conducted at several streamwise locations for suspensions of particles and RBCs with hematocrits of the order of 10% and particle
sizes of 5 and 8 μm. Analysis of the migration and resulting concentration distribution of the particles and RBCs was conducted using a
model that considers the particle–particle collision and fluid dynamic force. As the size of the microchannel is small, the wall effect on
the collision and migration of the particles and RBCs was significant. The wall reduced the overlapping area of the particles in collision
and their displacement after collision (mobility), which varied the number, location, and magnitude of the maximum peaks observed in the
number density distribution. Furthermore, the rotational motion of the rigidized RBCs in the channel flow reduced the effective lengths of the
overlapping area and displacement, whereas it produced additional migration at the wall. With these terms added in the model, the number
density distributions of the particles and RBCs showed reasonable agreement with those of the measurement. Especially, the number of peaks
and their location for the maximum values in the model and measurement matched well.
Published under license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5111201., s
I. INTRODUCTION
The diffusion and motion of particles and blood cells and the
resulting number density (volume fraction, hematocrit) distribution
in blood and particle-concentrated flows are essential phenomena
in the fields of medicine, biology, and macrofluidic and microfluidic
systems. The motion and distribution of the particles and red blood
cells (RBCs) affect the fluid viscosity, flow structure, wall shear stress,
and mass transfer in the flow and at the walls of the channel and ves-
sel.1–10 The motion and number density distribution of the particles
and cells can increase or decrease the mass flux of the solute and
mobility of other components mixed in the fluid depending on their
size relative to that of particles and cells.5,7,11–13 The concentration
distribution of the particles and cells in the channel will also affect
the performance of the sensors, sorting systems, and other functions
of the microfluidic devices used in lab-on-a-chip and micro-total
analysis systems.14–18 Therefore, studies have been keenly performed
to understand the diffusion of particles and blood cells along with
their motions and distribution in channel flows and vessels.
The particles in a flow experience various fluid dynamic lift
forces depending on the particle diameter-based Reynolds num-
ber, the streamline curvature, the shear rate, and wall effects. In a
straight channel with simple shear flow or Poiseuille flow, the parti-
cles migrate and concentrate at a specific position or distance from
the wall depending on the channel Reynolds number.19–26 The parti-
cle concentration at a specific position can be found in small size
channels, owing to the lift force together with the convection by
the secondary flows.14,15,17,27,28 The streamline curvature formed in
curved-, corrugated-, and T-shaped-channels can give additional
lift force to make the particles migrate and concentrate at a posi-
tion different from that of the straight channel.29–32 Red blood cells
which have biconcave shape and can rotate or perform tank-treading
motions receive lift force with a different magnitude and direction
compared with spherical particles.33–35
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When the particle concentration in the fluid increases, the
interaction between the particles becomes significant.36–39 Espe-
cially, the particle displacement due the particle–particle collision
produces particle migration and affects the particle concentration
distribution. Measurements and computations have been conducted
in many studies to elucidate the force applied to the particle and the
concentration position for highly concentrated flows.36–46
Leighton and Acrivos measured the particle concertation dis-
tribution of concentrated suspensions in a Couette flow and pro-
posed a model by modifying the diffusion coefficient of the diffu-
sion term with the collision rate and displacement length based on
the shear rate of the flow.40 The flux of the particle concentration
in the spanwise direction due to the particle–particle collision will
rely on the mobility and collision rate. These two will also depend
on the local velocity difference and concentration of the particles.
Phillips et al. introduced the concept of particle concentration flux
generated by the particle collision and presented the apparent dif-
fusion term to model this flux in the particle concentration con-
servation equation.41 If a velocity gradient exists as in shear flows,
particle collision will occur, and movement and diffusion in the
spanwise direction will take place even when the particle number
distribution is uniform and the concentration gradient is zero, espe-
cially for internal flows in which the particle concentration gradi-
ent can be zero. Various models have been proposed and expanded
based on these principles.38,42,47,48 Thus, the particle mobility and
concentration distribution in a channel flow have been investi-
gated and evaluated extensively by experiments and numerical
computations.
When the channel size decreases and is comparable with the
particle size, the confinement of the channel wall significantly affects
the particles and RBC concentration distributions in highly con-
centrated flows compared with the wall-free flows.4,10,13,48 The dis-
placement of the particles in collision with other particles and the
size of the overlapping area of the two particles are limited by the
wall. This will affect the migration velocity of the particles and RBCs
and the concentration distribution. As the particle size is compa-
rable with the channel width, the particle mobility in the channel
can be more sensitive to the particle size and hematocrit. Moreover,
the biconcave shape of the RBC and its rotational motion generate
a complex interaction with the wall, which can lead to a migration
velocity different to that of the sphere. Few works have been per-
formed investigating the effects of the wall on the particle and RBC
migration and concentration distribution in small channels, espe-
cially with an experimental approach. Therefore, it is important to
measure the effects of the wall, particle size, and hematocrit on the
particle and RBC migration to provide insights to understand the
concentration distributions and conducting numerical analysis.
In this study, we measure the number density (concentration)
distribution of particles and rigidized RBCs suspended in fluids
flowing in a straight microchannel. The sizes of the particles are of
5 and 8 μm, which is comparable with the characteristic diameter of
the RBC. The channel height and width are approximately 30 μm.
The hematocrit of the particles and RBCs is of the order of 10%,
which is that of a semidilute or semiconcentrated suspension. The
less-packed condition compared with the blood flow is chosen in
this study to specifically evaluate the collision effects and increase the
measurement accuracy. The RBCs are treated with glutaraldehyde
to rigidized the cell membrane and fix the shape. In this study, we
removed the effects of the deformation and tank treading motions
on the RBCs to focus on the effects of rotational motions and col-
lisions between the cells and the wall. To discuss several factors
affecting the particle migration and concentration flux produced by
the particle–particle collision, we conduct an analysis of the particle
concentration distribution, employing the model based on that of
Phillips et al.41 This model is modified to consider the effects of the
wall, RBC shape, and collision with the wall due to the RBC rotation
on the overlapping area and displacement of the particle–particle
collision. The number density distribution of the particles and RBCs
was significantly affected by these factors, and it will be discussed
and compared with the measurement result.
First, the measured number density distribution for different
streamwise locations, hematocrits, and particle sizes will be shown
and discussed. Then, the contributing factors of the particle migra-
tion and number density distribution will be shown based on the
computation. Finally, the RBC number density distribution of the
measurement and computation are compared to discuss the effects




Figure 1 shows the schematic of the straight microchannel. The
channel was divided into three channels at the location of approx-
imately 3.3 mm downstream of the reservoir center. The channels
were divided by two plate walls with their leading ends forming an
edge shape. This configuration was used to obtain a uniform distri-
bution for the number density of the particles and RBCs at the inlet
of the center channel. The measurement was conducted at the center
channel. The width and height of the center channel were 28 μm and
27 μm, respectively. The channel was made of polydimethylsiloxane
(PDMS; Shin-etsu Chemical Co., KE-106). The channel shape was
patterned on the PDMS using SU-8 (Microchem, Su-8 3025) as the
mold through the soft lithography process. The PDMS channel was
attached to a cover glass to seal and form the channel.
FIG. 1. Schematic of the microchannel and measurement area.
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The fluid in which particles and RBCs were mixed was supplied
to the channel through a Teflon tube from a fluid pump driven by
compressed air. Bubbles formed in the microchannel can change the
flow structure significantly and induce clogging of the particles and
RBCs. To prevent the generation of the bubbles, we first filled the
channel with fluid. After confirming that no bubble existed in the
channel, we supplied the working fluid from the inlet to the channel.
The images of the particles and RBCs were measured by using
a microscope (Olympus Co., IX-71) and a high-speed video camera
(Vision Research, Inc., Phantom V1610). The combination of the
camera and objective lens (Olympus Co., UplanSApo100XO) gave
us the spatial resolution of 0.28 μm/pixel. The focusing depth was
0.62 μm.49 The images of the particles in the channel were mea-
sured by epi-illumination imaging, while the images of the RBCs
were measured by transillumination imaging. Figure 2 shows the
examples of the particle and RBC images measured at the stream-
wise position of x = 3000 μm of the center microchannel. The images
of the particles and RBCs were analyzed by ImageJ50 to obtain the
numbers of the particles and RBCs in the area. The numbers of the
particles and RBCs at each location in the channel were counted
based on their center positions. The numbers then were converted
to the number density.
We applied the convolution process to the epi-illumination
images of the particles using a ring shape kernel with diameter iden-
tical to that of the particles. The images of the particles in focus could
be detected accurately, and the particles located in other heights were
excluded by this method. This gave us a better result to track the cen-
ter of the particles located at the channel midheight compared with
the case using the transillumination imaging. On the other hand,
transillumination imaging was used for RBCs for two reasons. One
is that a clear contrast could not be obtained for the outline of the
RBCs. The other is that the convolution process was difficult to apply
to their complex shape.
FIG. 2. Measured images of the particles of 8 μm diameter and rigidized red
blood cells (RBCs) in the microchannel (center channel): (a) shows the parti-
cles measured by epi-illumination imaging, and (b) shows RBCs measured by
transillumination imaging.
B. Sample preparation and measurement conditions
Micro-polystyrene particles with diameters of 5 μm and 8 μm
(Microparticles GmbH, PS-R-5.0, PS-R-8.1) were used as particles
in this study. For the RBCs, we fixed the RBCs and rigidized them
using glutaraldehyde by following the next procedure. RBCs were
collected from healthy volunteers and added 3.8 wt. % sodium cit-
rate with the ratio of 9:1. The solution was centrifuged by 160 g
at 25 ○C for 10 min. The supernatant, which is the platelet rich
plasma, was removed, and the solution was further centrifuged by
900 g at 4 ○C for 15 min. The platelet poor plasma was removed, and
the remaining concentrated RBCs were collected. The concentrated
RBCs were suspended in 0.025% glutaraldehyde mixed phosphate
buffered saline (PBS) solution for 1 h at room temperature to fix the
biconcave shape of the RBC. The solution was centrifuged by 1000 g
for 10 min, and the deposited RBCs were mixed in PBS solution.
The surface of the microchannel was coated by bovine serum
albumin (BSA; Sigma-Aldrich Co., A2153-50G) to prevent the par-
ticles and RBCs to adhere to the wall. To apply the coating, the
microchannel was filled with 10 wt. % BSA water solution for 60 min
and then washed by flowing water to the channel by the pump. In
addition to this, we also coated the particles by BSA to avoid the
particle aggregation. The particles were suspended to 10 wt. % BSA
water solution for 60 min. The solution was centrifuged by 2000 g for
1 min, and the BSA solution was removed. The deposited particles
were then washed with water by pipetting. The coated particles were
mixed with 10 wt. % BSA solution and supplied to the microchan-
nel. On the other hand, the prepared rigidized-RBCs were separated
and mixed to 0.1 wt. % sodium lauryl sulfate (Nacalai Co.) solution
before used for the microchannel flow measurement.
The hematocrit (Hct) levels of the RBC solutions were exam-
ined once when the RBCs were treated with glutaraldehyde using the
cell-counting plate. The Hct of the particles and RBCs was measured
again before we supplied them to the channel and conducted the
measurement. The Hct was varied under several conditions in the
range of 9.2%–16.6%. It should be noted that some variation existed
in the Hct for the cases in which the Hct of the particles and RBCs
should be same for comparison and discussion. This is due to the
fact that a portion of the particles and RBCs precipitated in the reser-
voir located upstream the channel. Another reason is that the Hct of
the fluids in the three microchannels separated by the walls was not
completely the same.
The flow rate was 0.6 μl/min, and the average velocity at the
center channel derived from the particle velocity was approximately
6 mm/s. The Reynolds numbers for the velocity of 6 mm/s and
taking the characteristic lengths as the channel height and parti-
cle diameter of 8 μm were 2.1 × 10−1 and 6.0 × 10−2, respectively.
Therefore, the channel flow is in the laminar regime. The velocity
distribution will follow the parabolic profile if the particles and RBCs
do not affect the flow field. Furthermore, the particle velocity would
be equal to the flow velocity as the particle Reynolds number is small.
However, as the particle concentration increased, the particle veloc-
ity distribution deviated from the parabolic profile for some level.
We will discuss this matter in Sec. IV A 5 where the effect of the
velocity profile on the particle number distribution is considered.
Uncertainty analysis was conducted based on the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) standard. Measurement
uncertainties of the Reynolds number were 10.4%, which was mainly
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due to the uncertainty in the flow rate of the fluid flowing in the
center channel after separating to three channels. The uncertainty of
the hematocrit for the particles and RBCs during preparation was
16%. As mentioned above, further deviation was observed for the
hematocrit measured at the channel due to the sedimentation at the
reservoir. The uncertainty of the measured number density will be
shown by error bars in the graph for the RBCs.
III. NUMERICAL MODEL
A. Governing equation
The conservation equation of the particle number density ϕ
solved in this study consists of the convection and diffusion terms






((vc + vf)ϕ) = 0, (1)
where up is the streamwise velocity of the particle. vc is the migra-
tion velocity of the particles in the spanwise direction related to the
particle-particle collision. vf is the migration velocity attributed to
the fluid dynamic force exerted on the particle. The product of the
particle migration velocity and particle number density will give us
the flux of particle concentration, N. Therefore, the flux generated
by vc and vf can each be represented as Nc = vcϕ and Nf = vfϕ.
The particle streamwise velocity up is considered to trace the
flow velocity as the particle Reynolds number is small. We then
assume that the flow in the channel is not affected by the particles
and gives the Poiseuille flow distribution as the channel Reynolds
number is small (Re = 2.1 × 10−1). This velocity profile is used for
up in the channel spanwise direction. However, as mentioned pre-
viously, the particle velocity does not follow the parabolic profile
when the particle concentration is large. We will discuss the particle
velocity profile for this case in Sec. IV A 5, and the particle veloci-
ties measured by the experiment are applied to the computation to
evaluate the effects on the particle concentration distribution.
Equation (1) is solved using the discretizing method. The con-
vection term is discretized using the 1st order upwind scheme. The
second term on the left-hand side of Eq. (1) for the flux of particle
concentration in the spanwise direction is discretized using the 2nd
order central difference scheme.
B. Collision model
Collision between two particles occurs when the streamwise
velocities of the two are different and their motion path overlaps.
The velocity difference can be represented by the product of the
characteristic length and the shear rate: namely, the product of the
distance between the two particles lp and the local velocity gradient
(shear rate) γ˙. The collision rate can be obtained by multiplying this
value with the number density of the opposing particle. The particles
in collision will move in opposite directions with the distance equal
to the overlapping length of the particles, which will be identical to
the distance between the particle centers lp. Therefore, the displace-
ment of particles per time, which can be considered as the particle
migration velocity, will be as expressed in the following equation:
vc = −Klp2∇(∣γ˙∣ϕ), (2)
where K is the constant of the migration velocity. Therefore, the flux
of the ϕ in the spanwise direction will be Nc = vcϕ = −Klp2ϕ∇(∣γ˙∣ϕ).
The above relationship is described in a generalized form. The
velocity difference between the particles in collision and the distance
between the particles (overlapping length) change depending on the
relative positions of the particles. Therefore, we will use the velocities
of the two particles in collision to calculate the velocity difference
in this study. We will then derive the average spanwise migration
velocity vc for the particle of interest by integrating the value of each
particle colliding with it over the collision area as follows:
vc = K ∫
S
lp(y, s)∣up(y + s) − up(y)∣ϕ(y + s)2√d2 − s2ds, (3)
where s is the distance between the particle of interest located at the
position of y and the opposing particle for collision. lp(y, s) is set
equal to s. The sign of vc is defined depending on which side of the
particle Eq. (3) is integrated.
K is set as 0.04 (the unit will be inverse of ϕ) in the compu-
tation based on the comparison with the measurement. As will be
shown in Sec. IV, measurement of the particle number density dis-
tribution was conducted over several conditions for the hematocrit,
particle diameter, and streamwise position. We varied the value of K
and defined it so that the difference between the distributions of the
measurement and computation is minimum.
C. Effects of fluid dynamic force and Brownian
motion
The fluid dynamic force is exerted on the particle when placed
in shear flow, and the lift force tends to move the particle toward
a certain position in the normal direction of the wall. The distri-
bution of the lift force exerted on the particle by the flow field can
differ by the Reynolds number. Schonberg and Hinch showed that
the focusing position of the particles approaches the channel wall
as the channel Reynolds number increases.22 However, the position
converges to a certain value for the low Reynolds number condi-
tion. Although the number is not clearly shown in their results, the
position does not vary significantly with the Reynolds number in
the level of the Reynolds number smaller than one. To give the lift
force of the particle in quantitative values, we will use the relation-
ship between the lift force and flow velocity presented by Ho and
Leal.20 Ho and Leal measured the lift force applied to the particle in
the Couette and Poiseuille flow of a two-dimensional incompressible
Newtonian fluid. We applied this force to Stokes’ law to derive the
apparent particle migration velocity represented as follows:
vf = ρU2md348πμw2 f (y), (4)
where f (y) is the normalized force in relation to the lateral position
of the particle. ρ and μ are the fluid density and viscosity, respec-
tively. Um is the cross-sectional average velocity of the flow. d and w
are the particle diameter and channel width, respectively. The flux of
particles in the spanwise direction in the channel is, thus, the prod-
uct of this migration velocity by the particle concentration, Nf = vfϕ.
This is applied to the particle concentration conservation equation
shown in Eq. (1).
To evaluate the Brownian motion effect on the particle con-
centration, the Péclet number Pe is calculated using the particle
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diffusion coefficient derived from the Stokes–Einstein equation. Pe
for particles of 8 μm is Pe = 5.4 × 108 if we take the characteristic
length as 6000 μm. The Pe is very large, and the displacement dis-
tance of particles in the spanwise direction owing to the Brownian
motion for the streamwise length of 6000 μm is 0.36 μm. Therefore,
the Brownian motion effect is not included in the present model.
D. Red blood cell (RBC) modeling
As described in the Introduction, RBCs differ from solid par-
ticles as the former show a biconcave shape, possess deformability,
and take a tank treading motion under shear flows. Among these
effects, the biconcave shape and rotational motion of the RBC in a
shear flow are focused in this study as we used rigidized RBCs. One
of the effects of the biconcave shape is the difference in the collision
rate of the RBCs. The overlapping area and the displacement length
of the two cells in collision will depend on the attack angles of the
RBCs against the main flow. We assumed that the attack angles of
the RBCs have equal probability when the two RBCs collide. We then
integrate the probability of the collision between the RBCs over the
combination of the attack angles of the RBCs. This variable is defined
as α(s) and is derived for each distance of s between the centers of
the RBCs. The α(s) is applied to Eq. (3) as the correction factor. The
profile of the correction factor α(s) in relation to the particle-particle
distance s is shown in Fig. 3.
In addition to the collision rate of the RBC due to the trans-
lation motion in the streamwise direction, the RBC rotation caused
by the vorticity in the shear flow can affect the collision rate and
displacement in a dynamic manner. If the rotation speed is high,
the probability of collision and the momentum transfer between the
RBCs in collision can increase. To examine the effect, we will con-
sider the ratio between the time required for the RBCs to collide, tc,
and the time for the RBC to rotate, tr, tr/tc. The value of tc is obtained
by deriving the time required for the RBC to move the distance equal
to the major axis of the RBC with the velocity difference between the
two RBCs in collision. This can be simplified as 1/γ˙. The rotation
period of an ellipsoid in shear flow is used for tr which is based on
the flow vorticity at the location of the RBC center.51 The ratio was
tr/tc = 26.7 and is larger than unity. Therefore, the effect of rotat-
ing motion during collision on the collision rate is neglected in this
study.
FIG. 3. Correction factor α(s) integrating the probability of the collision over the
attack-angle of the two RBCs in collision: s is the distance between the centers of
the RBCs in collision.
E. Wall effect
As the particle size becomes comparable with the channel size,
we cannot treat particles as mass points and should consider the
effect of their diameter. In this case, the relationship between the
wall and the particle plays an important role in the number density
distribution of the particles and RBCs in the channel. As the position
of the particles and RBCs approaches the channel wall, the overlap-
ping area for particles in collision and the displacement length after
collision decrease on the channel side. Therefore, the collision rate
and migration length show an asymmetric distribution. To apply
this modification to the model expressed in Eq. (3), the integrating
area is corrected as (w − d)/2 − |y|. w is the channel width. Similarly,
as the wall will limit the particle and RBC migration, the displace-
ment length in Eq. (3) is limited to the distance from the particle
center to the wall.
In the RBC case, we additionally considered the effect of inter-
action between the RBC and the wall due to the RBC rotation. The
rigidized RBC rotates in the flow due to the vorticity. The long axis
of the biconcave-shape RBC located close to the channel wall con-
tacts the wall during rotation. This makes the RBC detach from the
wall as was observed in the measurement. The migration velocity
of the RBC moving away from the wall due to this contact can be
expressed by the product of the collision rate with the wall nw and
the displacement length ld. We assume that nw is proportional to the
rotating velocity which can be expressed as the local vorticity ω. As
ω is equal to the shear rate γ˙ for the condition of the present study,
we thus obtain
nw = Kwγ˙. (5)
The migration velocity and flux of the particle number density ϕ will
be as follows:
vw = Kwldγ˙, (6)
Nw = Kwldγ˙ϕ. (7)
We assume that the RBC in collision to the wall will move to the
position where the distance of the RBC center to the wall is equal
to the radius of the long axis of the RBC. Thus, ld is set equal to
the difference between the distance of the RBC center from the
wall and the RBC’s radius of the long axis. Constant Kw was set as
Kw = 5 × 10−5.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Particle concentration distribution
1. Measurement results and comparison
with computation
Figure 4 shows the number density ϕ distributions in the
channel spanwise direction for particles with a diameter of 8 μm.
Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show the results for particles suspended in
fluids of Hct = 11.7% and 16.6%, respectively. In each figure, the
distributions measured at the streamwise locations of x = 0, 3000,
and 6000 μm are shown. ϕ¯ is the value of ϕ averaged in the spanwise
direction.
The ϕ/ϕ¯ distribution shows a uniform profile at the inlet of the
center channel (x = 0 μm), except in the region adjacent to the chan-
nel wall. In the near-wall region at x = 0 μm, ϕ/ϕ¯ shows a large value,
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FIG. 4. Particle number density distribution in the channel spanwise direction.
Measurement results for particles of diameter d = 8 μm at different streamwise
locations and Hct. (a) Hematocrit Hct = 11.7%. (b) Hematocrit Hct = 16.6%.
which is generated by the particles colliding with the leading edge of
the partition walls of the channel. The colliding particles will enter
either the center or the lateral channels. The particles colliding with
the leading edge of the wall will flow along the wall of the center
channel. Therefore, the number of particles in contact with the wall
increases at the inlet. As the channel width is small in the present
study, this effect becomes relatively large.
At x = 3000 μm, ϕ/ϕ¯ increases in the region close to the channel
center, whereas the maximum value near the wall decreases. At x
= 6000 μm, ϕ/ϕ¯ shows a distribution similar to that of x = 3000 μm,
indicating that the effect of the inlet profile is reduced and the ϕ/ϕ¯
distribution has developed to a certain degree.
The ϕ/ϕ¯ distribution withHct = 16.6%, shown in Fig. 4(b), has a
trend similar to that in the case of Hct = 11.7%; namely, ϕ/ϕ¯ around
the center region increases, while the peak at the wall decreases in
the downstream region, and the distribution shows little difference
at x = 6000 μm. The ϕ/ϕ¯ distribution at the channel centerline is
smaller than those in the surrounding area. Therefore, in this case,
two peaks are generated near the centerline.
Figure 5 shows the results of ϕ/ϕ¯ distribution for the case of
particles with a diameter of 5 μm at the concentration of Hct = 9.2%.
FIG. 5. Particle number density distribution for particles of diameter d = 5 μm.
Measurement results for Hct = 9.2% at different streamwise locations.
The ϕ/ϕ¯ distribution shows a maximum value at the centerline and
near-wall region, which is similar to the case for particles of 8 μm at
Hct = 11.7%, shown in Fig. 4(a). A difference is, however, observed
in the region between the centerline and the wall where a third
peak additionally appears at y/w ∼ 0.25. This is attributed to the
spacing generated between the two highly concentrated regions of
particles located at the channel center and at the wall as the particle
size decreases. This space allows the particles to enter and gener-
ate another concentration peak. Later, we will discuss this using the
computational results.
The numerical modeling of the particle number density ϕ/ϕ¯
distribution is conducted by solving Eq. (1) with the experimen-
tal conditions applied to the computation, i.e., the particle diame-
ter, average particle number density (hematocrit), channel width of
28 μm, and flow average velocity of 6 mm/s.
Figure 6 shows the particle number density ϕ/ϕ¯ distributions
obtained by the computation for particles of 5 and 8 μm diame-
ter. The measurement results shown in Figs. 4 and 5 are depicted
in the figure for comparison. In Fig. 6(a), the distribution shows
two high-concentration regions, one located at the channel center
and the other near the channel walls. Evaluating the concentration
flux by verifying the values of each model term in the equation, the
large ϕ/ϕ¯ observed at the center is attributed to the parabolic pro-
file of the velocity distribution. With the large shear rate located
at the channel wall and decreasing to zero at the channel center,
the collision rate of particles shows a larger value in the wall side
and the particles migrate to the center. This characteristic is consis-
tent with those of particles in cylinders or channel flows reported by
Lei et al.3
The other peak of large ϕ/ϕ¯ appearing at the channel wall is
due to the zero collision of particles at the wall side. The peak is
located close to |y/w| ∼ 0.36, which is the position where the par-
ticle center is located when the particle is attached to the wall. If the
particle approaches the wall and the distance between the particle
center and the wall is smaller than three times the particle radius,
the area of particle collisions in the wall side is smaller. Once the
particle attaches to the wall, no collision will occur at the wall side.
The particle is pressed to the wall and particle migration will depend
on the fluid dynamic force.
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FIG. 6. Particle number density distribution of model and measurement for parti-
cles of d = 5 and 8 μm compared at x = 3000 μm. (a) d = 8 μm, Hct = 11.7%. (b)
d = 5 μm, Hct = 9.2%.
Thus, the particles concentrate on the channel center and wall
as they flow downstream of the channel, which agrees well with the
measurement. In the present study, the width of the channel is of the
order of several particle diameters, and the particle Reynolds num-
ber is ∼O(0.01). The collision effect is larger compared with the fluid
dynamic force, especially when the hematocrit is large. As described
in the work of Lei et al.,3 when the channel width value is smaller
than two times the RBC diameter, ϕ/ϕ¯ shows maximum values near
the wall while ϕ/ϕ¯ at the centerline decreases. This is attributed to
the lack of space for particles to locate at that position. As the chan-
nel width increases, the region of large ϕ/ϕ¯ is generated also at the
centerline, which agrees well with the present results.
For d = 5 μm and Hct = 9.2% shown in Fig. 6(b), the maximum
values are observed at the channel center and near-wall region. The
difference between the case with d = 8 μm shown in Fig. 6(a) is that a
third peak is observed in the position of y/w ∼ 0.25, which is located
between the peaks of ϕ/ϕ¯ at the centerline and channel wall. This
agrees well with the measurement, and the cause will be discussed
shortly with the effects of particle size on the particle concentration
distribution.
FIG. 7. Effects of the streamwise position on particle number density distribution
in computation (particles of d = 8 μm, Hct = 10%).
2. Streamwise location effect
Figure 7 shows how the particle number density distributions
ϕ/ϕ¯ change in the streamwise direction in the computation for par-
ticles with diameter d = 8 μm and Hct = 10%. The flat distribution
of ϕ/ϕ¯ at the inlet changes as the particles flow downstream, having
the particle concentration increase at the centerline and near-wall
regions. The profile still is in a developing stage at x = 6000 μm where
the distribution differs with that at x = 3000 μm. This characteristic
differs from the measurement shown in Fig. 4(a), where the particle
concentration at x = 3000 and 6000 μm showed the same distribu-
tion. As the model only considers the effects of the particle–particle
collision, fluid dynamic force, and wall, ϕ/ϕ¯ continuously increases
at the centerline and near-wall regions until the force based on these
effects becomes balanced. The particles themselves are treated as
mass points, and the maximum packing ratio is not considered in
the computation. Furthermore, the effects of the particles on the sur-
rounding fluid, including the apparent viscous change discussed in
the model of Phillips et al.,41 can become significant for the region
where the particle concentration is high. These factors can affect the
particle spanwise motion and decrease the spanwise velocity and dis-
placement or create a limit for the value of the local particle concen-
tration. These effects should be introduced in the model, especially
for particle-packed flows, and evaluated by comparing them with the
experiment.
3. Particle size effects
Figure 8 shows the ϕ/ϕ¯ distributions for particles of diameters
d = 3 μm, 5 μm, 8 μm, and 10 μm. For d = 8 and 10 μm, the distribu-
tions show a similar trend having their maximum peaks located at
the centerline and near-wall region. The difference mainly appears
at the y/w position of the peak near the wall, where the center of the
particle will have a distance from the wall according to the diameter.
A larger peak of ϕ/ϕ¯ is also obtained for larger d as the collision area
(overlapping area of particles in collision) and the displacement due
to collision increases with d.
For d = 5 μm, a third peak is observed near the middle of the
centerline and wall. This distribution agrees well with the measure-
ment, as can be seen in Fig. 6(b). The main cause of this third peak is
attributed to the wall effect and the local maximum of ϕ/ϕ¯ in the
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FIG. 8. Effects of the particle diameter on particle number density distribution in
computation (particles of Hct = 10% at x = 3000 μm).
near-wall region. For particles located close to the wall, the colli-
sion area at the wall side and the displacement toward the wall is
reduced. The migration velocity vc has the direction toward the wall
in the near-wall region and the direction toward the centerline in
the region apart from the wall due to the effect of large particle con-
centration near the wall. The effect of this large ϕ/ϕ¯ in the near wall
region on vc is significant, but it will sharply decay as the particles are
located outside of the area overlapping with this large ϕ/ϕ¯ region.
The position of the third peak is where the effect of this maximum
value in the near-wall region decays. This produces a local drop in vc
and generates the third maximum value. In the case of d = 3 μm, a
fourth peak is generated in the ϕ/ϕ¯ distribution due to a similar rea-
son: namely, vc largely changes at the location of the fourth peak by
the effect of the other large ϕ/ϕ¯ region observed in the wall side. This
effect of the maximum value in the near-wall region does also exist
for a large particle with the diameters of d = 8 and 10 μm. However,
the effect appears near the centerline, and it is not as noticeable as
in the case of d = 3 and 5 μm where the third and fourth peaks are
generated.
4. Hematocrit effects
The effect of the overall Hct on the ϕ/ϕ¯ distribution is shown in
Fig. 9, where flows with Hct = 5%, 10%, 15%, and 20% are discussed.
An increase in the overall Hct increases the local particle concen-
tration and the resulting collision rate. This directly leads to the
increase in the particle concentration flux. Therefore, the maximum
values of ϕ/ϕ¯ increase as Hct increases. Meanwhile, the measure-
ment results with Hct = 11.7% and 16.6%, which are also shown in
the figure for comparison, show a different trend, namely, a higher
Hct condition results in a moderate distribution and ϕ/ϕ¯ at the
center shows a moderate minimum. To examine the reason of this
disagreement one step further, the effects of the velocity profile are
evaluated in Sec. IV A 5.
5. Flow velocity profile effects
Comparing the results of the measurement and the numer-
ical model, the distributions show a quantitative deviation. As
discussed previously, this can be attributed to the effects of the
FIG. 9. Effects of overall hematocrit Hct on particle number density distribution in
computation (particles of d = 8 μm at x = 3000 μm).
particles on the local flow and the limitation of the particle density
for high-concentration flows. In addition, the highly concentrated
particles can change the streamwise velocity distribution of the flow
and particles in the channel: namely, the velocity profile can differ
from the parabolic distribution which is applied to the computation.
The different velocity distribution affects the collision and mobil-
ity of the particles and changes the particle concentration distribu-
tion. To evaluate this effect, we measured the streamwise velocity
of the particles for the cases of a particle diameter of 8 μm with
Hct = 10% and 15.9%. The particle velocity distribution was then
applied to the computation to calculate the particle concentration
distribution.
Figure 10 shows the distributions of the particle streamwise
velocities up. Figures 10(a) and 10(b) represent the results for the
cases of Hct of 10% and 15.9%, respectively. The parabolic distri-
bution of the flow in a channel derived based on the flow rate is
superimposed in the figure.
In Fig. 10(a), up takes a distribution similar to a parabolic one.
However, some deviation is observed at the centerline and in the
near wall region where up is smaller compared with the values of
the parabolic profile. In the case of higher Hct condition shown in
Fig. 10(b), the effect of the particles on up is significant and up shows
a plateau near the centerline. As Hct increases, the collision rate
increases and gives an additional momentum transfer including the
streamwise components over the spanwise region. This changes the
velocity distribution to become uniform, as shown in the figure.
Figure 11 shows the particle concentration distribution for the
case of using the velocity profile shown in Fig. 10 in the computation.
In Fig. 11(a), the ϕ/ϕ¯ distribution of Hct = 10% shows a broader dis-
tribution at the center of the channel compared with those shown
in Fig. 6(a). The velocity distribution is relatively flat at the chan-
nel center, and the migration velocity of the particle concentration
in this region decreases. In the case with Hct = 16.6% shown in
Fig. 11(b), the ϕ/ϕ¯ distribution matches well with the measurement,
compared with the case shown in Fig. 9: the decrease in ϕ/ϕ¯ at the
centerline is presented and the distribution shows a flat pattern. The
velocity distribution shown in Fig. 10(b) gives a plateau in the center
region. The flat profile decreases the migration velocity of the par-
ticle concentration. Thus, ϕ/ϕ¯ increases first at the location where
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FIG. 10. Streamwise velocity distribution of the particles up at x = 3000 μm for
particles with a diameter of 8 μm and a concentration of Hct = 10% and 15.9%. (a)
d = 8 μm, Hct = 10%. (b) d = 8 μm, Hct = 15.9%.
the velocity gradient largely decreases and produces the two peaks
located close to the centerline.
These results show that the velocity distribution should be care-
fully considered to predict the particle concentration distribution
correctly especially for particle concentrated fluids.
B. Red blood cell concentration distribution
Figure 12 shows the ϕ/ϕ¯ distribution of the RBCs measured for
the case withHct = 10%. Figure 12(a) shows the measurement results
with the results of the 8-μm particle case. In the figure, ϕ/ϕ¯ distribu-
tion of the RBCs shows maximum values at the channel center and
near-wall region, and additionally at the middle of these two posi-
tions, at y/w ∼ 0.3. Therefore, the distribution differs from that of
the 8-μm particles and is similar to that of the 5-μm particles. As the
RBC is fixed to the biconcave shape and rotates in the channel flow,
the effective diameter of the RBC for collision with the surround-
ing RBCs is smaller than 8 μm. Therefore, the cell–cell collision
characteristics resemble more closely to those of the 5-μm particles.
Furthermore, the position of the maximum value in the near-wall
region is located closer to the wall.
FIG. 11. Effects of the velocity profile on number density distribution at
x = 3000 μm. (a) d = 8 μm, Hct = 11.7%. (b) d = 8 μm, Hct = 16.6%.
The ϕ/ϕ¯ distribution of the model, in which the collision area is
modified and the collision to the wall due to the RBC rotation is con-
sidered as described in Secs. III D and III E, is shown in Fig. 12(b)
together with the measurement result. The third maximum value
is produced in the distribution obtained by the computation. Fur-
thermore, the position of the peak in the near-wall region is located
closer to the wall compared to the 8-μm particle case and matches
with that of the measurement. Thus, although the ϕ/ϕ¯ distributions
do not completely correspond with the measurements, they match
with the measurement qualitatively, especially with respect to the
number and locations of the maximum values.
We will now modify the parameters and evaluate their effects
on the distribution to understand the tendency of the RBC motion
and shape effects. Figure 13 shows the ϕ/ϕ¯ distribution in the cases
of different streamwise position and when α is varied. In Fig. 13(a),
the maximum values ϕ/ϕ¯ are observed at the center, the wall, and
the middle of these two locations from the upstream region of the
channel. The location of these peaks do not differ much through the
channel. In Fig. 13(b), as α decreases, the particle concentration flux
decreases owing to the small collision area and displacement length,
and the distribution shows a flat distribution with maximum peaks
located only near the wall. As α increases, the maximum values at the
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FIG. 12. Number density distribution for RBCs and comparison with the model. (a)
RBCs vs particles. (b) Model for RBC.
channel center and at |y|/w ∼ 0.2 increase. As only the value of α is
increased in a similar fashion and the area of collision is not changed,
the location of the maximum values does not vary considerably as α
changes.
Although not shown here, when vw is varied, the effect is lim-
ited to the area close to the wall, in which the position of the maxi-
mum peak distances from the wall. In the present model, the addi-
tional migration velocity vw is applied only to the RBC located in the
area within a distance of 4 μm to the wall. The momentum of the
rotation of the RBC colliding with the wall to the surrounding RBCs
is not considered, and the propagation of the effect toward the cen-
ter is not presented. Thus, the effect of vw is limited in the near-wall
region, and therefore, the reduction rate of the maximum value is
also limited.
As the effects of the terms in the equation and the parame-
ters have been characterized, we will now approximately modify the
parameters and make the distribution become closer to the mea-
sured one to evaluate the effecting factors that should be further
considered in the model. The range of the collision area was reduced
from 8 μm to 5 μm, and the coefficient for the wall detachment effect
was increased by a factor of 20. The results are shown in Fig. 12(b) as
the modified case. In this case, the position of the maximum values
located between the channel center and the wall approaches that of
FIG. 13. Effects of the streamwise position (a) and model constant α (b) on number
density distribution at x = 3000 μm for RBCs of Hct = 10%.
the measurement values. Furthermore, the maximum value located
close to the wall decreases. Although a deviation still exists between
the model and the measurement, and its adjustment exceeds the
span of the present work, we may assume that the biconcave shape
and rotation of the RBC further reduce the effective diameter of
the RBC. Furthermore, a large detachment from the wall should
be applied to overcome the decrease in the effective diameter. This
could be considered as a problem of the present model, which needs
to be solved in a future work.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this study, the number density (ϕ/ϕ¯) distributions of par-
ticles and RBCs in a microchannel flow were investigated to eval-
uate the effects of the small channel width on the spanwise con-
centration flux of the particles and RBCs, especially considering
the effects of the particle–particle (cell–cell) collision. The parti-
cles became concentrated at the near-wall region due to the wall
effects on the collision area and migration distance of the particles
and cells. The increase of the hematocrit produced a flat velocity
profile at the channel center which reduced the particle migration
velocity in that region and the maximum value of ϕ/ϕ¯. As the ratio
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between the particle diameter and channel width decreased, addi-
tional peaks appeared in the ϕ/ϕ¯ distribution. The biconcave shape
of the RBC gave a probability of the collision rate due to the change
in the attack-angle of the RBC, which resulted in a smaller migration
velocity. On the other hand, the rotation and collision of the RBCs
with the channel wall decreased the maximum value at the near-wall
region. The present model agreed reasonably well with the measure-
ment, whereas the deviation between the concentration distributions
of the model and measurement still exists for a certain level. The
present model lacks in the consideration of the particle migration
and RBC rotation effects on the fluid flow around the particle and
RBC, rotational motion of the particle and RBC due to the collision,
and the packing problem which limits the number of particles in
the region of interest. These effects will reduce the migration veloc-
ity and produce a moderate distribution and decrease the maximum
values that may improve the model to produce a distribution closer
to the measurement. In addition to this, the normal RBCs possess
deformability and show tank treading motion in the shear flow that
will exert a different lift force on the RBCs. Therefore, it is necessary
to take this effect into account for the model and compare them with
the measurement further conducted as the future work.
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